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Abstract: In the present paper, we study evolute offsets of a non-developable ruled surface

in Euclidean 3-space E
3 and classify the evolute offset with constant Gaussian curvature and

constant mean curvature. In last section, we investigate linear Weingarten evolute offsets in

E
3. A linear Weingarten surface is the surface having a linear equation between the Gaussian

curvature and the mean curvature of a surface.
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1. Introduction

A surface M in Euclidean 3-space E
3 is called a Weingarten surface if there

exists a non-trivial differentiable function relating the Gaussian curvature K

and the mean curvature H of a surface M . Also, if a surface M satisfies a
linear equation with respect to K and H, that is, aK + bH = c for some real
numbers a, b, c not all zero, then it is said to be a linear Weingarten surface.
Some typical examples of Weingarten surfaces and linear Weingarten surfaces
are constant mean curvature surfaces and constant Gaussian curvature surfaces.

The study of the Weingarten surface is initiated by Weingarten in 1861
[18], and taken up by Beltrami [3], Darboux [5], Dini [6] and Lie [12], and so
on. Several geometers have studied Weingarten surfaces and linear Weingarten
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surfaces in the ambient spaces, and many interesting results have been obtained.
The ruled Weingarten surfaces in E

3 were classified by Kühnel [11]. For the
another space forms S

3 and H
3 Valério was studied in [17], but a complete

classification is not known yet. Following this line of reasoning, the classification
of ruled Weingarten hypersurfaces in E

n+1,Sn+1 and H
n+1, n ≥ 3 is obtained

in [1], [4] and [15], respectively. On the other hand, the linear Weingarten
surfaces are examined in [7], [14], [16] and [19], etc. In [14], Lopez investigated
rotational linear Weingarten surfaces of hyperbolic type in Euclidean 3-space E3

and he proved that the profile curves of these surfaces are periodic and have self-
intersections. Also, Barros, Silva and Sousa [2] gave a complete description of
all rotational linear Weingarten surfaces in Euclidean 3-sphere S3. The present
author, Tuncer and Karacan [16], [19] completely classified tubular surfaces and
quadric surfaces in E

3.

In this paper, we study offsets of ruled surfaces in Euclidean 3-space E
3.

Also we study an evolute offset with constant Gaussian curvature and con-
stant mean curvature and give examples. As the results, we classify a linear
Weingarten evolute offset of ruled surfaces.

2. Preliminaries

Let γ : I −→ E
3 be a regular space curve in Euclidean 3-space E3 parameterized

by its arc-length s. For the Frenet frame field {t,n,b} along γ(s), the Frenet
formulas of γ(s) are given by

γ̇(s) = t(s),

ṫ(s) = κ(s)n(s),

ṅ(s) = −κ(s)t(s) + τ(s)b(s),

ḃ(s) = −τ(s)n(s).

(2.1)

The functions κ(s) and τ(s) are the curvature function and torsion function of
γ(s). Here ”dot” denotes the derivative with respect to s.

If γ(s) is a spherical curve in E
3 with 〈γ(s), γ(s)〉 = 1. Let t(s) = γ̇(s)

and g(s) = γ(s)× γ̇(s). Then {γ(s), t(s),g(s)} is an orthonormal frame along
the curve γ(s) in E

3 and it is called the spherical Frenet frame of the spherical
curve γ(s) in E

3. On the other hand, for the spherical Frenet frame we can
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obtain the following formulas:

γ̇(s) = t(s),

ṫ(s) = −γ(s)− κgg(s),

ġ(s) = κgt(s).

(2.2)

The function κg is called the geodesic curvature of the spherical curve γ(s) in
E
3. We have the following conclusions (see [9], [10]).

Proposition 1. The geodesic curvature κg(s), the curvature κ(s) and the
torsion τ(s) of a spherical curve γ(s) in E

3 satisfy

κ(s) =
√

1 + κ2g(s),

τ(s) =
±κ̇g(s)

κ2g(s) + 1
.

(2.3)

Proposition 2. If the geodesic curvature κg(s) of a spherical curve γ(s)
in E

3 is constant, γ(s) is a circle.

Remark 1. If the geodesic curvature κg(s) of a spherical curve γ(s) is
zero identically, γ(s) is a great circle on the unit sphere.

3. Offsets with Constant Gaussian Curvature and Mean Curvature

Let M be a non-developable ruled surface in E
3. Then the parametrization for

M is given by

ϕ(u, v) = c(u) + ve(u), (3.1)

where 〈e(u), e(u)〉 = 1, 〈e′(u), e′(u)〉 = 1 and the directrix c(u) is the striction
curve of the surface ϕ(u, v). Here the prime denotes derivative with respect
to u. Such parametrization of ϕ(u, v) is called standard equation of the non-
developable ruled surfaces in Euclidean 3-space E

3 (see [13]). In the case, the
parameter u is the arc-length parameter of e(u) as a spherical curve in E

3. Also,
e(u) can be regarded as a vector and it called the spherical indicatrix vector of
ϕ(u, v). Since c(u) is the striction curve of ϕ(u, v), 〈c′(u), e′(u)〉 = 0.

From now on, we shall often not write the parameter u explicitly in our
formulas. We put t = e′ and g = e× e′. Then the set {e, t,g} is the spherical
Frenet frame of e and the vectors t and g are said to be the central normal and
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the asymptotic normal of ϕ(u, v), respectively. For the spherical Frenet frame
{e, t,g}, the following equations hold:

e′ = t,

t′ = −e− Jg,

g′ = Jt,

(3.2)

where J = 〈e′′, e′×e〉 denotes the geodesic curvature κg of a spherical indicatrix
curve e.
On the other hand, the derivative of the striction curve c is given by

c′ = Fe+Qg, (3.3)

where F = 〈c′, e〉 and Q = 〈c′, e×e′〉. The function Q is called the parameter of

distribution of ϕ(u, v). The functions J, F and Q of ϕ(u, v) are called structure

functions of a non-developable ruled surface ϕ(u, v) in Euclidean 3-space E
3.

Proposition 3. ([13]) Let ϕ(u, v) be a non-developable ruled surface with
the standard equation in Euclidean 3-space E

3. Then ϕ(u, v) is uniquely deter-
mined by its structure functions J, F and Q, up to orthonormal transformations
in E

3.

On the other hand, the parameter u is the arc-length parameter of the curve
e, but usually u is not the arc-length parameter of the curve c. By (3.3), we
have

Proposition 4. Let ϕ(u, v) be a non-developable ruled surface with the
standard equation in E

3. If the parameter u is also the arc-length parameter
of the striction curve c of ϕ(u, v), the structure functions F and Q of ϕ(u, v)
satisfy F 2 +Q2 = 1.

Now, we compute the Gaussian curvature and the mean curvature of a
non-developable ruled surface ϕ(u, v) in E

3. From (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3) the
coefficients of the first fundamental form of ϕ(u, v) are given by

E = F 2 +Q2 + v2, F = 〈c′, e〉, G = 1.

And, the unit normal vector u of ϕ(u, v) is written as

u =
1

D
(c′ × e+ ve′ × e) =

1

D
(Qt− vg),

where D =
√
EG− F 2 =

√

Q2 + v2. This leads to the coefficients L,M and N

of the second fundamental form as

L =
1

D
(Q(F +QJ)−Q′v + Jv2), M =

Q

D
, N = 0.
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Thus, using the data described above, the Gaussian curvature K and the mean
curvature H of ϕ(u, v) are given respectively by

K = −Q2

D4
,

H =
1

2D3
(Jv2 −Q′v +Q(QJ − F )).

(3.4)

Since ϕ(u, v) is a non-developable ruled surface, the function Q is non-zero
everywhere.

Definition 2. Let ϕ(u, v) and ϕ∗(u, v) be two ruled surfaces in E
3. The

surface ϕ(u, v) is said to be an involute offset of ϕ∗(u, v) if there exists a one-
to-one correspondence between their rulings such that the central normal of
ϕ(u, v) and the spherical indicatrix vector of ϕ∗(u, v) are linearly dependent at
the striction points of their corresponding rulings. In the case, ϕ∗(u, v) is said
to be an evolute offset of ϕ(u, v).

Let ϕ∗(u, v) be an evolute offset of a non-developable ruled surface ϕ(u, v)
with the standard equation in Euclidean 3-space E

3. Then the surface ϕ∗(u, v)
can be written as [8]

ϕ∗(u, v) = c∗(u) + ve∗(u) = c(u) +R(u)t(u) + vt(u), (3.5)

where R is the distance between the corresponding striction points of ϕ(u, v)
and ϕ∗(u, v). By using (3.2) and (3.3) the coefficients of the first fundamental
form of ϕ∗(u, v) are

E∗ = F 2 +Q2 − 2(F + JQ)(R + v) + (1 + J2)(R+ v)2 +R′2,

F ∗ = R′,

G∗ = 1.

Also, the unit normal vector u∗ of ϕ∗(u, v) is given by

u∗ =
1

D∗ [(−Q+ JR+ Jv)e+ (F −R− v)g],

where D∗ =
√

E∗G∗ − F ∗2 =
√

(−Q+ JR+ Jv)2 + (F −R− v)2. From this,
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we get the coefficients of the second fundamental form as follows:

L∗ =
1

D∗ [(F
′ − 2R′)(−Q+ JR+ Jv)

+ (F −R− v)(Q′ − 2R′J − (R + v)J ′)],

M∗ =
1

D∗ (Q− FJ),

N∗ = 0.

By a direct computation, we can show that the Gaussian curvature K∗ and the
mean curvature H∗ of ϕ∗(u, v) are given by

K∗ = − 1

D∗4
(Q− FJ)2 (3.6)

and

H∗ =
1

2D∗3
H∗

1 , (3.7)

where H∗
1 = J ′v2+(F ′J −FJ ′+2RJ ′−Q′)v+(−F ′Q+FQ′+F ′JR−FJ ′R−

RQ′ +R2J ′).

Theorem 3. Let ϕ∗(u, v) be an evolute offset of a non-developable ruled
surface ϕ(u, v). If ϕ∗(u, v) has a constant Gaussian curvature K∗

0 , then ϕ∗(u, v)
has a zero Gaussian curvature. Furthermore, the structure functions Q,J and
F of ϕ(u, v) satisfy Q = JF .

Proof. From (3.6) and the definition of D∗, we find a polynomial in v with
functions of u as coefficients as follows:

K∗
0D

∗4 + (Q− FJ)2 = 0,

and all the coefficients must be zero. In this case, the coefficient of v4 is (J2 +
1)2K∗

0 , from this we can obtain K∗
0 = 0.

Remark 4. Let ϕ(u, v) = e′(u)+ve(u) be a non-developable ruled surface
with c(u) = e′(u), 〈e(u), e(u)〉 = 1 and 〈e′(u), e′(u)〉 = 1. Then, we have F =
−1 and Q = −J . Since ϕ(u, v) is a non-developable ruled surface, the surface
ϕ(u, v) has a non-zero Gaussian curvature, but the evolute offset ϕ∗(u, v) of
ϕ(u, v) has a zero Gaussian curvature, that is, it is flat.

Example 1. We consider e(u) = (x(u), y(u), z(u)) with 〈e(u), e(u)〉 = 1
and 〈e′(u), e′(u)〉 = 1. Then the following relations hold:

x2 + y2 + z2 = 1, (3.8)
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x′
2
+ y′

2
+ z′

2
= 1. (3.9)

We now try to solve the above equations. From (3.8), we may put x = x(u)
and y = y(u) by

x(u) =
√

1− z2 cos θ(u), − 1 < z < 1

y(u) =
√

1− z2 sin θ(u),
(3.10)

and then determine the function θ = θ(u) satisfying (3.9). By using (3.9) and
(3.10) we have

θ′
2
=

1− z2 − z′
2

(1− z2)2
.

We assume that 1− z2 − z′
2
> 0 (when 1− z2 − z′

2 = 0, θ is constant). Then,
the function θ(u) is of the form

θ(u) = ±
∫ u

0

√

1− z(t)2 − z′(t)2

1− z(t)2
dt, (3.11)

and without loss of generality we may assume that the signature is positive.
Since z2 + z′

2
< 1, we take z(u) = 1√

2
cos u. Then we have

θ(u) = tan−1(
√
2 tanu).

From this, the spherical curve e(u) can be expressed as

e(u) =

(√
4− 2 cos2 u

2
cos
(

tan−1(
√
2 tan u)

)

,

√
4− 2 cos2 u

2
sin
(

tan−1(
√
2 tanu)

)

,

√
2

2
cos u

)

.

(3.12)

Thus, the ruled surface ϕ(u, v) = e′(u) + ve(u) has a non-zero Gaussian cur-
vature, but from Remark 3.5, the evolute offset ϕ∗(u, v) of ϕ(u, v) has a zero
Gaussian curvature, that is, it is flat.

Next, we consider an evolute offset ϕ∗(u, v) with constant mean curvature
H∗

0 . Then, from (3.7) we have the following equation:

H∗
0
2
D∗6 −H∗

1
2 = 0
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Figure 1: A red line is the spherical curve given by (3.12).

and it is a polynomial in v with functions of u as coefficients. In this case, the
coefficient of v6 is (J2 + 1)3H∗

0
2, which implies H∗

0 = 0. Thus we show that

FQ′ = F ′Q,

Q′ = F ′J,

J ′ = 0.

(3.13)

Since J is constant, from (3.2) we can obtain the ODE, t′′ + (1 + J2)t = 0.
Without loss of generality, we may assume t(0) = (1, 0, 0), the general solution
of the ODE becomes

t(u) =
(

cos(
√

1 + J2u) +B1 sin(
√

1 + J2u), B2 sin(
√

1 + J2u),

B3 sin(
√

1 + J2u)
)

for some constants B1, B2 and B3. Since 〈t, t〉 = 1, we get B1 = 0 and B2
2+B2

3 =
1, it follows that the spherical indicatrix vector of ϕ(u, v) is given by

e(u) =

(

1

k
sin(ku),

−B2

k
cos(ku) +D2,

−B3

k
cos(ku) +D3

)

(3.14)

for some constants D2,D3 satisfying B2D2 + B3D3 = 0 and D2
2 +D2

3 = k2−1
k2

,

where k =
√
1 + J2. We now change the coordinates by x̄, ȳ, z̄ such that x̄ = x,

ȳ = −B2y −B3z, z̄ = B3y −B2z, that is,




x̄

ȳ

z̄



 =





1 0 0
0 −B2 −B3

0 B3 −B2









x

y

z



 .
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With respect to the coordinates (x̄, ȳ, z̄), e(u) turns into

e(u) =

(

1

k
sin(ku),

1

k
cos(ku),D

)

(3.15)

for some constant D = B3D2 −B2D3 with D2 = 1− 1
k2
. It is a spherical curve

with the curvature κ =
√
1 + J2 on the unit sphere. Since J is constant, the

second equation of (3.13) becomes Q = JF + a0 for some constant a0. Thus,
by the first equation of (3.13) we can find a0F

′ = 0.

If a0 = 0, then Q = JF . In the case, from (3.3) the striction curve c(u) can
be expressed as

c(u) =

(

(
1

k
+ JD)

∫

F (u) sin(ku)du, (
1

k
+ JD)

∫

F (u) cos(ku)du,

(D − J

k
)

∫

F (u)du

)

+ d0,

(3.16)

where d0 is a constant vector in E
3. Thus, up to a rigid motion the evolute

offset ϕ∗(u, v) of the ruled surface ϕ(u, v) given by (3.16) and (3.15) has the
parametrization of the form

ϕ∗(u, v) =

(

(
1

k
+ JD)

∫

F (u) sin(ku)du+ (R(u) + v) cos(ku),

(
1

k
+ JD)

∫

F (u) cos(ku)du− (R(u) + v) sin(ku),

(D − J

k
)

∫

F (u)du

)

+ d0.

(3.17)

For specific function F (u) = u, the ruled surface ϕ(u, v), generated by (3.15)
and (3.16), is showed in Figure 2. Its evolute offset ϕ∗(u, v), given by (3.17), is
minimal with J = 1, Q = F = u and R = sinu (Figure 3).

If F is constant, then Q is also constant. Thus, from (3.3) and (3.15) the
striction curve c(u) becomes

c(u) =

(

−1

k
(
F

k
+QD) cos(ku),

1

k
(
F

k
+QD) sin(ku), (FD − Q

k
)u

)

+ d0,

(3.18)

where d0 is a constant vector in E
3. Thus, up to a rigid motion the evolute
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Figure 2. Figure 3.

Figure 4. Figure 5.

offset ϕ∗(u, v) of the ruled surface ϕ(u, v) has the parametrization of the form

ϕ∗(u, v) =

(

(− F

k2
− QD

k
+R(u) + v) cos(ku),

(
F

k2
+

QD

k
−R(u)− v) sin(ku), (FD − Q

k
)u

)

.

(3.19)

In Figure 4, we present the ruled surface ϕ(u, v), generated by (3.15) and
(3.18). Figure 5 is showed its evolute offset given by (3.19) with J = 1, Q =
1, F =

√
2 and R = 2cos u.

Consequently, we have

Theorem 5. If an evolute offset ϕ∗(u, v) of a non-developable ruled surface
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ϕ(u, v) in E
3 has a constant mean curvature, then ϕ∗(u, v) has a zero mean

curvature.

Furthermore, an evolute offset ϕ∗(u, v) of ϕ(u, v) has a zero mean curvature
if and only if the structure functions satisfy either Q = JF and J is constant
or J, F,Q are constant.

Theorem 6. An evolute offset ϕ∗(u, v) parameterized by (3.17) is only
minimal surface which the structure functions J, F and Q of a non-developable
ruled surface ϕ(u, v) are Q = JF and J =constant.

Theorem 7. An evolute offset ϕ∗(u, v) parameterized by (3.19) is only
minimal surface which the structure functions J, F and Q of a non-developable
ruled surface ϕ(u, v) are constant.

If a non-developable ruled surface ϕ(u, v) is minimal, then J = F = 0 and
Q′ = 0. Thus, the following theorem holds:

Theorem 8. An evolute offset of a minimal non-developable ruled surface
is minimal.

4. Linear Weingarten Offsets of Ruled Surfaces

In this section, we study a linear Weingarten offset of a non-developable ruled
surface in Euclidean 3-space E

3.

Let ϕ∗(u, v) be an evolute offset of ϕ(u, v) satisfying

aK∗ + bH∗ = c, (4.1)

where a, b, c are constant with (a, b, c) 6= (0, 0, 0). Then from (3.6) and (3.7) we
have

b2D∗2H∗
1
2 −

(

2a(Q− FJ)2 + 2cD∗4
)2

= 0. (4.2)

On the other hand, (4.2) is a polynomial in v with functions of u as coefficients.
Thus, all the coefficients must be zero. The coefficient of the highest degree v8

of the left hand side of (4.2) comes from

4c2D∗8

and is given by

4c2(1 + J2)4.
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From this, c = 0, it follows that (4.2) can be rewritten as

b2D∗2H∗
1
2 − 4a2(Q− FJ)4 = 0. (4.3)

Also, the coefficient of the term v6 in (4.3) must be zero, that is

b2(1 + J2)J ′2 = 0,

which yields bJ ′ = 0.
If J is constant, the coefficient of v4 in (4.3) is b2(1 + J2)(F ′J − Q′). So,

we get Q′ = F ′J, which implies from the coefficients of v2, v1 and v0 we infer
that Q = JF . According to Theorem 3.7, ϕ∗(u, v) is minimal.

If b = 0, from (4.3) the structure functions satisfy Q = JF because of a 6= 0.
Thus, the surface ϕ∗(u, v) is flat.

Theorem 9. Let ϕ∗(u, v) be an evolute offset of a non-developable ruled
surface ϕ(u, v) in Euclidean 3-space E

3. If ϕ∗(u, v) is a linear Weingarten
surface, then ϕ∗(u, v) is either flat or parameterized as (3.17).
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